2nd Quarter Update
New Hampshire/Maine
July 1, 2015
Dearest Family and Friends,
Let’s see… where were we?…..When last we spoke, I had just arrived in California after my third coast-tocoast drive since returning to the US, right?
OK. So. I did what I needed to do in California (the universe was saved, but you probably know that)
and, after a couple of months I had to head back to the East Coast and was facing yet another drive across
this vast country. I found myself pondering: What could I do to make this trip interesting? Last trip I
had quit caffeine. What could I do this time?
After much careful thought, I decided to walk across the country. I had a month, and I figured I could do
100+/- miles a day and had about 3,000 miles to go, and had 30-40 extra pounds of fat on me which I
could burn off at about a pound a day, (Bolti, do the math!). But others had walked, and run, and biked,
across the country before me, so to make it a true challenge………. I decided to walk it naked!
And so, I did. Walk across this country. Naked.
I walked, day and night, trudging and plodding and marching across this great country, unburdened at last
of all those things, those possessions, that clutter, that nuisance of stuff that I complain about all the time.
Free! Free, at last. Free to cross the salt pans of a burning hot desert;

(Because there are children who might view this, I have covered up the naughty bits.)
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free to cross the vast prairie lands, the sun on my full frontal in the morning,

and the sun on my full moon in the afternoon.
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From the scorched Badlands in the West,

to the lush green Goodlands in the East, I trod the highways and byways of America.
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Not being a strong swimmer, when the Great Lakes were encountered, I went around them,

And when mountains were encountered, I chose not the easiest route, but the pass which looked most
fun.
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Here I am caught in, and laughing at, a snow squall!

And here I pass shoeless and naked over the snowfields at the very top of the Continent!
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Trudge, trudge, trudge, for 30 days and nights. Never stopping, never eating… You know, it’s amazing
the folks you meet when you’re naked! Like Forrest Gump, I soon had a procession of naked people
trudging along behind me……
OK. OK! So that was completely made up, in that I didn’t walk across the country! But, that is me naked
in all those pix. It takes a certain “je ne sais quoi” – controlled lunacy, perhaps? - to keep stopping,
stripping and taking naked selfies!
Now for those of you who believed, if only for an instant, that I would do something as deliriously mad as
that, I say “Thank you for believing in me, and I love you!”
So, what really has happened the past 90 days? Well I got to Santa Barbara right on time, did what I had
to do, and then ordered a new laptop. Since they don’t just have 1TB solid-state hard drives sitting
around, it had to be made in China, so, with some time on my hands, a new camera screaming for
attention, and having not driven much lately (yeah, right!), I went for a bit of a driveabout. I circled 2,000
miles up through California to Death Valley and then north to Great Basins National Park in Nevada, and
then all the way west across Nevada to Reno and then around to the south and east skirting the east side
of the Sierras since all the high passes into places like Yosemite were still closed due to snow.
Death Valley is so cool – what a spectacular place. Here dawn begins to flood the Valley with light, as
seen from Dante’s Point.
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Here a field of sand dunes beneath tortured dry mountains.

Here, at the bottom of the continent, at the lowest spot, is a vast salt deposit, with crazy patterns formed
on its surface by the cyclic processes of heating and cooling and moisture coming and going.
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Sometimes you just have to put people in the foreground to get a sense of the scale of the place:
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Uncle Tumbleweed waits at dawn for the wind to pick up and blow him off the Devil’s Golf Course
before that searing sun gets to him and fries his tender flesh.

I timed it to have moonless nights in Death Valley and Great Basins. I am still learning my craft,
mastering such things as camera shake, settings, etc. So, these are not perfect pix, but I was in the right
spots at the right times and now I just have to learn how to use my camera!
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My new favorite Park is Great Basins – it’s free to enter, there is 3G coverage virtually throughout the
park, and there are no bears! That last one about no bears is a big deal. I also visited at the right time to
enjoy the place with no bugs and no hordes of tourists! There is alpine beauty,

and glacier carved valleys.
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and a grove of bristlecone pines, many between 3,000 and 4,000 years old.
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I then drove from east to west across Nevada’s portion of the Basin and Range Province, up one Range of
mountains, then down into a salt-panned Basin with no outlet to the sea, and then up over another Range
and then down into the next salt-panned Basin, and so on across the state. Driving across the Basins and
Ranges of Nevada, I got a whole new impression of the place. Nevada isn’t just depressing gambling,
abandoned and broken dreams, rampant mining, naked showgirls and legal prostitution!
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(BTW, what is the purpose of the crashed airplane? To attract customers? Doesn’t it imply, like, a crashed
airplane? A tragedy? A fall to earth? A fallen angel?)

(And check out this brothel. Fifty miles in any direction there isn’t even a gas station. Why would anyone
go in here? Don’t all the dead cars imply there were a lot of customers who went in but never came out to
drive their cars away?)

No, Nevada isn’t only those things – for example, I had not really known about Great Basin National Park
till I went there! – and in stormy weather with fresh snow in the high country I got quite a treat as I
crossed the state, up and down the many Ranges and across the many Basins.
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President Obama and others think it is a special place too. Basin and Range National Monument, 1,100
square miles of natural beauty, has just been set aside in perpetuity!
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Back in SB, I did some more hanging with the Boyz. Watched Aibor play golf – he is getting very serious
about this difficult game best described as “a good walk, spoiled!”

And we ate! Man did we eat, there in SB, where dining is a major recreational sport/pastime.
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Aibor and I planned some future business endeavors and then it was time to leave, to drive again across
this country. So, back to Great Basins National Park – when I was there earlier the high road was closed
for the winter and I wanted to see what the camping area at 10,000 feet was like – it is great! And there
was no-one else there.
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Then across Utah to Rocky Mountain National Park. Sweet!
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The aspens were in various states of budding and they made for many a photo op. The trees themselves
are trippy in their ghostly/bone whiteness with all those “eyes” watching you. On the right is a stand
which is still in brownish winter mode.

At a lower elevation, the trees were in spring bloom. Notice how they bloom in a sea of fall-like colors.
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That is because, as this close-up shows, the tender spring leaf buds are multi-colored - red turns to yellow
turns to green as the leaves come out.

And the stands of trees go off at different times. So, in this shot you see a still-white leafless stand, a
greener stand, a yellow stand, and a reddish stand all mixed together to give the forest a beautiful artsy
look.
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And then further NE to Badlands National Park, where startling greens of spring,

matched up with rainbows and colored rocks in another of nature’s beautiful displays.
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Far out, right?

Then pretty much straight across to Wisconsin where I visited Ri’s cousin Greg and his mom and his
photographer wife. (check out her rainbows and other pix at http://www.vickifrancephotography.com
and, yes, this year I will be finally creating a website to display my pix.)
Then I went north up around the Great Lakes and back down through Michigan – waste of time, not
much there, although I suppose you can’t see much driving at night and mostly asleep. Then I cut across
Canada, that socialist hellhole, to Niagara Falls. Hadn’t been there in 50 years and it was all heavily
developed, but the falls were great!
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And the people watching was very good too.
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Now that I see this selfie of me, I understand the looks I got from the fresh-out-of-their-casino-hotelrooms crowd. Sure glad I had shaved in Wisconsin or I could very well have been picked up for lurking
while disheveled with the intent to loiter!
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Then up through the Adirondaks which I had no memories of, but disappointed by how it was all
developed, although it looks giant on the map. And then across bucolic Vermont.
Now I am back in NH, taking a deep breath.
A deep breath from driving, but am still pretty busy. Just finished submitting all my docs for an OCI
(Overseas Citizen of India) card which will give me unlimited access to India without further visa hassles.
Looking at houses up in the White Mountains. Working on my energy stuff. Starting websites and
businesses. Giving my Van some TLC. I worked it hard, not just in miles (4,307 miles on just that last
nine-day leg from California to NH), but on brutal roads

And I basically wrecked the interior – it may never smell the same. I picked up my rear captain chairs
from storage in California and that really made sleeping in the back an adventure. In the end I simply slept
on top of everything.
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July 4th I was lucky to attend a BBQ and fireworks display at the house of a friend-of-a-friend-who-is-nowmy-friend. After testing some shots while there was still light, the show began at dark, and it was great.
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KABOOOM!
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Spent my birthday, July 8, on Mt Washington – 48 deg F and 50 mph winds = perfect!
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Bolti and Sunny gave me the best ever birthday present! They made a sign and had everyone in their
family hold up the sign and they sent me pix. Here are two of the smallest members of the household. I
hope someday Bolti’s niece (on the right) gets over her habit of crying when she sees my fat pink face!
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Signage always fascinates me, and I tried my best to shoot snaps out the windows as I drove. My favorite,
which I passed too fast to snap, was “Coal. Guns. Freedom!” summing up in just three simple words a
particular parochial zeitgeist encountered in many parts of America. Then there was the “Worms. Beer.
Cheese.” sign on a general store, apparently listing their best sellers. Here’s one you don’t often see, right?
We all thought wind turbines were the best of things, but not in this community. Signs like these were
everywhere in this rural town. And I travelled all of Highway 50 – called “The Loneliest Road in America.”

All through the Bible Belt there are signs advertising Adult Stores, like the Lion’s Den chain which has 40
stores! I find that so odd!

I imagine the following scene unfolds many times on Sundays all across the Bible Belt. A family is in their
car driving to or from church, and as they pass one of the giant advertising billboards,
Child: “Mommy, what’s an Adult Superstore?”
Mom: “A place where only adults can go. Children aren’t allowed.”
Child: “Why aren’t children allowed? What do they sell there?”
Mom: “Never mind what they sell there.”
Child: “But mommy, what do they sell there? Like guns and alcohol? Or wild animals?”
Mom; “No! I don’t know what they sell there, but don’t you ever go near one of those places!”
Child: “Why, mommy?”
Mom: “Shut up, Johnny! If you mention that disgusting place again, I’ll wash your mouth out with soap!”
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Storms chased me all across the country.

But I am not complaining as they made for swell photo ops.

Here a sunrise through virga.
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Here, the Sierra’s after a fresh snowfall.
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The rest of the Fambly? Ri, for crying out loud, has been stuck in India! Can you believe it? Last update
she was recovering from a serious illness which set her back, but then when she recovered, just before we
bought her ticket, I got to thinking and checked the rules and sure enough Ri had lost her status as a
permanent resident! Loss is automatic after 6 months absence from US. So, we went through a long and
tedious process with the Embassy trying to get her status reset, but to no avail. Then we went through the
process of applying for a tourist visa for her and a couple days ago she got that. Now, we are finally!
getting her ticket lined up. She will fly to California and hang with the Boyz for a while, then come here.
Sunny has joined the NCC (Nat’l Cadet Corps). Bolti, I think, wants to be the Indian Justin Bieber. Cool!

Daphiralin is almost 18!?! Time is flying! Here she is, all healthy and happy, on the left enjoying an outing
in the forest. Bapyn (center) took this selfie, which I normally wouldn’t share with anyone, but she put it
on her Google+ account, so I will share, because I think she looks terrific! She is just taking her halfyearly exams. And, to introduce Suklang on the right, the adorable 11-year-old cousin-sister of Bolti and
Sunny. I hope I can help her through school too, and make sure she stays healthy.
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People, especially in India where a lot of folks are deeply religious, sometimes ask me why I am not a
churchgoer. Well, in a way I do go to (a kind of) church, if we can equate the type of worship of nature
that I do to that practiced in churches. Now, one big difference is that I don’t just pray I won’t die in
nature because of its “mysterious ways.” Rather I go prepared into nature. Much of the mystery has been
removed by science, but Oh! the Wonder of nature! Wonderment is a state I like to be in. Here are some
shots of me worshipping at some natural cathedrals and temples encountered in the last three months.
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And verily I say unto thee, Amen!
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And finally, here are a couple of pix which might explain why I am stripping naked in the road! At my age!
And in such doughy condition: an interior shot in my tent, looking soo big when I use my new super wide
angle; a shadow-selfie; and me sitting in a sub-freezing early morning wind at 12,000’ in Rocky Mountain
NP. The key element is that I am all alone in these pix. Ri and I have been separated for over a year! And
there is still a month or so more to go. Good grief, a year of sleeping, and driving and hiking and looking
and seeing and eating, solo. A year of not taking bikini shots! And me with a new camera! Good grief.
Now, obviously I have been around family and friends here, and admittedly have been so damn busy I
have not had a chance to dwell on my aloneness. And as humans do, I have adapted, but it is a struggle to
read a map in poor light at 75 mph, a task my co-pilot should be doing, when I refuse to get glasses.

And, so, sitting alone on my rock, fully clothed now, the madness having subsided, I admit I miss Ri and
my family and friends in India so much that it physically hurts! I hope to see you all very soon!

Much love and best wishes from Uncle Tumbleweed.
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